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People in economic misery, seeking
political asylum, the jobless and homeless
or victims of natural catastrophes are the
most likely to become victims of human
trafficking, said the former director of the
office to monitor and combat trafficking in
persons.
Nancy Ely-Raphel spoke to a crowd of
more than 150 people Wednesday night in
a public lecture at the University of
Montana titled “21st Century Slave Trade:
International Trafficking in Persons:
Crimes Against Women and Children” in
honor of United Nations week.
“Human trafficking is taking human
lives and turning their misery into quick
cash,” Ely-Raphel said.  “It puts a value on
an individual and measures them by a
price.”
With 800,000 people a year falling vic-
tim to human trafficking in the world, over
the past couple of years the United States
has taken an active role in stopping the
trafficking.
In 2000, the U.S. government adopted
the Victims of Trafficking and Violence
Protection Act.  The protection act focuses
on preventing human trafficking, the pros-
ecution of traffickers and providing assis-
tance to its victims.  
“The government has to confront the
rampant corruption that allows traffickers
to flourish,” Ely-Raphel said.  “The gov-
ernment is taking aggressive steps to end
these crimes.”
Today, traffickers, if prosecuted, can get
five years to life in prison in the United
States. 
An ASUM adviser position
meant to be the liaison between
the College of Technology and
ASUM avoided elimination
Wednesday night when sena-
tors rejected an attempt to nix
the position.
A two-thirds vote was need-
ed to eliminate the COT advis-
er, and the senate fell short of
that with an 8-8 vote.
Sen. Jed Cox spearheaded
the effort to eliminate the COT
adviser, saying the position was
a waste of money. As stated in
the resolution and reiterated by
its supporters, the position is
not filled and would have no
oversight if it were.
The position was created two
years ago to increase COT stu-
dent involvement in ASUM,
which they help fund through
their fees. 
It has not been filled this
year, but ASUM President Brad
Cederberg said that the position
has not been opened yet, and no
advertisements for it have been
posted. Last year, he said four
people applied, but this year
has been too busy to start the
hiring process.
Many senators, including
Cox, would like that hiring to
never begin.
“It hasn’t worked at all,” he
said. “Let’s quit throwing
money at the problem and fig-
ure out other ways to get stu-
dents at the COT involved.”
Referring to a previous
adviser, he said, “She didn’t do
anything. She’s the liaison,
whoop-ti-do.”
Cox suggested a letterbox
and better senator visibility at
the COT as ways to improve
involvement. 
Sen. Jake Pipinich also want-
ed the position to be nixed. He
said that efforts to get COT stu-
dents interested in ASUM were
futile.
“This was a good idea two
years ago, and it crashed and
burned,” Pipinich said. “I don’t
know why we keep dragging
this dead horse. It’s obvious
that students at the COT don’t
give a shit.
“They obviously don’t care
enough to show up to meet-
ings,” he continued. “They
don’t give a damn.”
However, many senators
objected to these remarks.
Jessica Prongua, the only
COT student on the senate, said
she did not want the position
eliminated before a new means
There was a buzz about Missoula after Oct.
15, when two University of Montana students
were called gay and then beaten by a group of
unknown men on Higgins Avenue.
“There’s been quite a bit of hype around
town that a big hate crime occurred,” Sgt. Scott
Brodie of the Missoula Police Department said
last week.
But according to Montana law, intimidation,
harassment or violence based on a person’s
sexual identity doesn’t constitute a hate crime,
nor does it call for a harsher punishment.
People convicted of hate crimes in Montana
get from two to 10 years in prison added onto
their sentence.
The law, however, covers only crimes based
on race, creed, religion, color, national origin
and involvement in civil or human rights activ-
ities.
And that creates a major problem for the gay
community in the state, said three members of
UM’s LAMBDA alliance, which provides sup-
port to gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
students.
It allows harassment based on sexual prefer-
ence to continue, said Kris Monson, the
alliance’s former president.
“Things like that happen all the time,”
Monson said. “Especially downtown, people
are always getting harassed or beat up (because
of sexual preference).”
In the first eight weeks of the semester,
LAMBDA received seven reports of anti-gay
violence from students, Monson said. The
number of unreported incidents is probably far
higher than that, he said.
Many people are afraid to report anti-gay
violence and don’t know what constitutes a
crime when it comes to harassment, said Ryan
Knobloch, LAMBDA’s president. That’s where
the decision by past state legislatures to keep
sexual orientation out of the hate crime law
comes in, said Mark Smith, LAMBDA’s spe-
cial events coordinator.
“I think they’re intentionally keeping it out
so that things like what happened this week can
happen,” Smith said about the beating. “They
want people like us to stay afraid.”
Sen. Ken Toole, D-Helena, thinks that the
fear associated with anti-gay harassment and
violence is the reason why it should be added
to Montana’s hate-crime law.
“A hate crime has the effect of creating fear
in the whole community,” Toole said. “When
they kick the hell out of someone screaming,
‘Die fag,’ or whatever, and that’s reported in
sweet serenade
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David McEldery of Plains, plays a piobaireachd on the bagpipes for a FIG seminar Wednesday. Piobaireachd is a classical highland style of music; before England took control
of Scotland, this style of bagpipe music was heard frequently in Scotland. McEldery has been playing for 36 years and has studied at the Coeur D’Alene Summer School of
Piping and Drumming. 
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Before we get to the
questions this week, a
few thoughts left over
from last week’s topic. 
The Chicago White
Sox have just wrapped
up their first World
Series championship
since 1917. After
every win at home this
postseason, they’ve
played “Don’t Stop
Believin” by Journey,
which has become the
team’s theme song. In
addition, Journey front man Steve Perry has been in
attendance for almost all of the team’s playoff
games. Obviously this isn’t a coincidence. The
Chicago White Sox have proved the power of
Journey can move mountains or break 88-year-old
curses.
Just further proof that love and rock ‘n’ roll truly
can change the world. 
Let’s get to your questions.
Dr. Pathetic,
My boyfriend and I are deeply in love, so deep
that we both are able to look past things that we
find extremely annoying about each other. 
He, for instance, comes to my house and leaves
the bathroom smelling horrible for hours, yet I’m
fine with that. He also swears a lot in public,
which is fine, but he does step over the line some-
times. One time at a Lady Griz game he was
thrown out of the stands for heckling the oppos-
ing point guard enough that she started to cry
and was taken to the locker room.
I’m able to tolerate all of that. But Dr. Pathetic,
this weekend he did something I don’t think I can
take any more of. He’s the kindest, most caring,
funniest guy in the world, but I’m afraid if he
does this again, I might have to leave him.
This weekend, my boyfriend puked on me. He
didn’t puke in my general direction, puke on my
shoes or puke on just my feet. In fact, this is the
second time he’s done it. Both times weren’t near-
puke jobs – they were full-on puketastic.  
This weekend, he vomited on my entire back.
He was drunk, and I was there to take him back
to his place. He couldn’t walk very well, so I
picked him up and propped him up against the
door. As I turned around to grab my keys, his
innards erupted like Old Faithful. 
The previous time, we were asleep in bed. He
started to wake up, and as he did, he started to
vomit. I tried to pull him across the bed to the
garbage, but it was too late. Again my back fell
victim to the barrage. I don’t want to leave my
boyfriend, yet I don’t want to get puked on again
either. What should I do?
– Laura, junior, general studies 
Laura,
Like Stan from the hit show “South Park”, your
boyfriend could be vomiting on you as a way to
show he still digs you. While this might seem odd,
it’s more common than you might think. 
In my years as a doctor, I’ve seen a man who
taught his dog to pee on his crush’s leg, and no one
else’s. One woman came to see me worried about a
guy who would come to her window and sing the
Nine Inch Nails song “Closer” into her window
every night at 6 o’clock. I asked him about it and
apparently it was the only song he could play. When
someone sings “I want to @$&# you like an animal”
in your window, it’s a cause for concern, but he was
just showing his affection in his own way. 
If you want him to stop puking on you, tell him
you’re happy he’s showing his affection but suggest
a better way to do it.   
Dr. Pathetic,
I’ve known this guy for two years and I’ve had
a crush on him since day one, but then finally
gave up last year when I discovered he had a girl-
friend. 
But this semester he seems to be showing inter-
est in me. Being the busy man he is, however, we
never get to hang out. Then there’s guy number
two, whom I met over the summer. I developed an
enormous crush on him, but he likes to play
games and string me along and say he’ll hang out
and then not show. 
Now here’s the pickle. Through all of that, I
keep thinking about my best friend of eight years.
I had this really strange dream the other night
about him. I’ve always told myself it’s a strictly
platonic relationship we have. But the more I
think about it, these crushes have only been some-
thing to fill a “void” of sorts. I think I might real-
ly love my friend of eight years as more than a
friend, but I’m not sure. What’s your take on this,
Doctor? I’m really confused. 
– Crushed and Confused  
Ah, love. What is it? Can you quantify it? Can you
measure it? Can you tell who has it and who doesn’t? 
In short, sort of. 
Belive me when I say I know what you’re going
through. I’ve met girls who have said one thing but
acted another way. 
It’s difficult to tell when a fling is actually a true
love. The key questions to ask yourself about each of
these guys, however, are these: could I live without
him and could he live without me? If the answer is
yes, you might not really love him. Answer no, then
it’s possible. The science of love isn’t really a sci-
ence at all. Feelings are fleeting. You might think
you “love” someone when in reality you’re simply
infatuated with him. That’s both the magic of love
and the problem. The only thing I would suggest is
be glad you have such a problem. Many gals would
love to have one man to be infatuated with. 
Try spending time with all of them and try decid-
ing which one you have the strong’est feelings for.
But also remember, there are more people out there
who like you than you might think. Never put an
absolute limit on yourself.
Dr. Pathetic
Wading through puke in search of love
JAKE SORICH
MONTANA KAIMIN
Editorial
Is the Endangered Species Act
endangered?
No, we don’t care how you do it in California.
But that doesn’t keep House Resources Chairman Richard
Pombo, a pro-development congressman from the Golden State,
from trying to change how Montana protects our endangered
species.
Earlier this month, Pombo’s Threatened and Endangered Species
Recovery Act (TESRA), a bill that would cripple the Endangered
Species Act, passed through the House 220 to 193, leaving it up to
the Senate to save us from the snakeskin-boot-wearing Californian.
Under Pombo’s changes, development projects that destroy
endangered habitats would no longer have to abate the damage by
dedicating small tracts of land to habitat conservation. Instead,
Pombo proposes weaker voluntary controls to developers.
But even more frightening is the monetary compensation offered
landowners whose developments are found to be in violation of the
law.  If a development is found in encroachment of habitat, the gov-
ernment would have to pay fair market value of the land’s proposed
use to stop the development. Said simply, the law leaves develop-
ers free to peruse development on endangered habitat and be finan-
cially rewarded for not building.
The bill sets “a dangerous precedent that private citizens must be
paid to comply with environment law,” said Rep. Nick Rahall (D-
W.Va.). “What’s next? Paying citizens to wear seat belts?”
Re-examining the ESA shouldn’t scare Montanans. After more
than 30 years, both Democrats and Republicans can agree the act
needs a facelift. Since its inception in 1973, only a handful of
species have recovered enough to be removed from the list. But by
the same token, only nine species on the list have become extinct. 
Pombo has a record of bad environmental decisions. He’s
revamped the House Resources Committee so that all bills pass
through him and sent committee members a memo suggesting that
for legislation to move on, it must permit “mechanized access” like
logging trucks.
In September, he shot down Washington State’s proposed
106,000-acre Wild Sky Wilderness and Backcountry area, the
state’s first attempt at a wilderness area in 20 years, and is current-
ly floating a bill to sell 15 of the nation’s parks.
While it’s clear that America needs to revisit the Endangered
Species Act, the changes Pombo’s bill makes are bad for the envi-
ronment and bad for Montana. Ranchers, environmentalists and city
folk can all agree that Montana is a better place without the wide-
spread development Pombo is trying to create under the guise of
saving the environment.
As Montanans, we need to urge the Senate to send this bill back
to California and fix it, since they know how to do it better there
anyway.
– Holly Michels, news editor
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor
and 
guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer,
and columns should be about 700 words.
Please e-mail both to letters@kaimin.org,
or drop them off 
in Journalism 107. Can you dig it?
www.kaimin.org
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know.  If we
find a factual error we will correct it.
TODAY’S BIRTHDAY (10-27-05)
You may suffer a setback this year, but don't let it stop
you. The lesson is about teamwork. Call in others to
help. To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10
is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19) 
Today is a 5 _ Take it easy. Don't make waves. Provide
excellent service. Do this another day or two and your
job is secure.
TAURUS (APRIL 20-MAY 20) 
Today is an 8 _ You're encountering resistance, but
you're also making converts. Keep up the good work.
GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 21) 
Today is a 5 _ Just when you're at your wit's end, you
realize you don't have to do anything more just now.
Get some rest.
CANCER (JUNE 22-JULY 22) 
Today is a 7 _ Your natural thrift and common sense
are drawing attention from others. They think you're
looking good.
LEO (JULY 23-AU G. 22) 
Today is a 4 _ The money's coming in, but you must
account for every penny. Even if there's a lot, you can't
afford to waste a cent.
VIRGO (AU G. 23-SEPT. 22) 
Today is a 7 _ You'll get more confident the more you
practice. Keep at it, you're acquiring good habits.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22) 
Today is a 4 _ It's OK to hide out by yourself. Take your
phone off the hook and let the machine in there
answer all your calls. Concentrate on computations.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21) 
Today is an 8 _ Meet with people who share your
interests and agree with your goals. You'll have a
productive strategy session.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 21) 
Today is a 6 _ The answer you're seeking is very close.
You might even find it today. It may not be what you
expected, however. It's better.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-JAN. 19) 
Today is an 8 _ Don't go with the whims of fashion. Set
your own pace. You do best when you're a little bit
different. Let them follow you.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18) 
Today is a 4 _ Finances are your area of interest now.
Be a lender rather than a borrower, with good
collateral.
PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20) 
Today is an 8 _ Grab your favorite partner and head
for the high country. Conditions are much better now
for travel and good conversation.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. Distributed by
Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.G
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UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
U.S. Ambassador John Bolton
said Wednesday that Syria’s leader
refused to meet U.N. investigators
probing the assassination of
Lebanon’s former prime minister,
but would be required to submit to
questioning under a proposed new
U.N. resolution.
Bolton’s comments were the
first confirmation that the investi-
gation led by U.N. prosecutor
Detlev Mehlis had tried to talk to
President Bashar Assad about the
Feb. 14 car bomb in Beirut that
killed Rafik Hariri and 20 others.
The Syrian president wasn’t
mentioned in Mehlis’ report to the
Security Council last week, which
implicated top Syrian and
Lebanese security officials in
Hariri’s assassination and accused
Syria of not cooperating fully with
the investigation. But Mehlis told
council members at a closed-door
briefing Tuesday that Assad
refused to be interviewed,
Bolton’s spokesman Richard
Grenell said.
The resolution introduced
Tuesday by the United States,
France and Britain would require
Syria to detain any Syrian official
or civilian the U.N. investigators
might consider a suspect in
Hariri’s killing and allow the indi-
vidual to be questioned outside the
country or without Syrian officials
present.
It would immediately freeze the
assets and impose a travel ban on
anyone the commission identified
as a possible suspect in the assas-
sination, and if Syria refuses to
cooperate, the Security Council
would consider “further meas-
ures,” including economic sanc-
tions.
When Bolton was asked
whether the detention provision
would apply to Assad, he replied:
“It absolutely includes the presi-
dent of Syria. No person is above
the law.”
In Beirut, judicial officials said
two brothers — Ahmad Abdel-Al
and Mahmoud Abdel-Al, both
members of the pro-Syrian Sunni
Muslim fundamentalist group Al-
Ahbash — who were cited in the
U.N. report had been detained.
The officials spoke Wednesday on
condition of anonymity because
they were not authorized to give
official statements.
They said Mahmoud Abdel-Al
was detained in Beirut on
Saturday at the recommendation
of U.N. investigators, who said he
made “interesting” telephone calls
Feb. 14, including one to pro-
Syrian President Emile Lahoud,
just before a bomb killed Hariri.
Lahoud’s office has denied receiv-
ing such a call.
Mahmoud’s brother, arrested
earlier on weapons charges, was
named by Mehlis as a “key figure”
who had extensive contacts with
top Lebanese security officials
before and after the blast, and tried
to hide information from investi-
gators.
AP writer Zeina Karam in
Beirut contributed to this report.
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UNITED NATIONS (AP) — More than
2,000 companies made about $1.8 billion in
illicit payments to Saddam Hussein’s gov-
ernment through extensive manipulation of
the U.N. oil-for-food program in Iraq,
according to key findings of a U.N.-backed
investigation.
The report — to be released in full
Thursday by the committee probing claims
of wrongdoing in the $64 billion program
—indicates that about half the 4,500 com-
panies doing business with Iraq paid illegal
surcharges on oil purchases or kickbacks on
contracts to supply humanitarian goods.
The investigators reported that compa-
nies and individuals from 66 countries paid
illegal kickbacks through a variety of
devices while those paying illegal oil sur-
charges came from, or were registered in,
40 countries. The names will be included in
Thursday’s report but were not in the key
findings that were obtained Wednesday by
The Associated Press.
Thursday’s final report of the investiga-
tion led by former U.S. Federal Reserve
chairman Paul Volcker strongly criticizes
the U.N. Secretariat and Security Council
for failing to monitor the program and
allowing the emergence of front companies
and international trading concerns prepared
to make illegal payments.
According to the findings, the Banque
Nationale de Paris S.A., known as BNP,
which held the U.N. oil-for-food escrow
account, had a dual role and did not disclose
fully to the United Nations the firsthand
knowledge it acquired about the financial
relationships that fostered the payment of
illegal surcharges.
The oil-for-food program was one of the
world’s largest humanitarian aid operations,
running from 1996-2003.
Under the program, Iraq was allowed to
sell limited and then unlimited quantities of
oil provided most of the money went to buy
humanitarian goods. It was launched to help
ordinary Iraqis cope with U.N. sanctions
imposed after Saddam’s 1990 invasion of
Kuwait and became a lifeline for 90 percent
of the country’s population of 26 million.
But Saddam, who could choose the buy-
ers of Iraqi oil and the sellers of humanitar-
ian goods, corrupted the program by award-
ing contracts to — and getting kickbacks
from — favored buyers, mostly parties who
supported his regime or opposed the sanc-
tions. He allegedly gave former government
officials, journalists and U.N. officials
vouchers for Iraqi oil that could then be
resold at a profit.
Volcker’s previous report, released in
September, said lax U.N. oversight allowed
Saddam’s regime to pocket $1.8 billion in
kickbacks in the awarding of contracts dur-
ing the program’s operation from 1997-
2003.
The smuggling of Iraqi oil outside the
program in violation of U.N. sanctions
poured much more money — $11 billion —
into Saddam’s coffers during the same peri-
od, according to a finding in the new report.
The report to be released Thursday chron-
icles in detail Saddam’s manipulation of the
program and examines in detail 23 compa-
nies that paid kickbacks on humanitarian
contracts including Iraqi front companies,
major food providers, major trading compa-
nies, and major industrial and manufactur-
ing companies.
According to the findings, the program
was just under three years old when the
Iraqi regime began openly demanding illic-
it payments from its customers. The report
said that while U.N. officials and the
Security Council were informed, little
action was taken.
Report: Saddam manipulated aid program
EDITH M. LEDERER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
2,000 companies paid nearly $2 billion
to Iraq in oil-for-food program
United Nations continue assassination probe
EDITH M. LEDERER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
 
Last night around 11:30, police
cars, an ambulance and a fire
truck reported to the Mansfield
Library after a man passed out
there.
“A guy was watching a gory
scene of a movie, and he just
blacked out or something,” said
Glenville Kedie, an officer with
the University of Montana Office
of Public Safety.
By the time police and medical
crew arrived, the man was con-
scious.
He refused to be transported to
a hospital, Kedie said.
“(He was) more embarrassed
than anything else,” he said.
The man was watching
“Blackhawk Down” when he lost
consciousness.
“Apparently there’s a surgery
scene in there that’s a little bit
gory,” Kedie said.
GLASGOW (AP) — A 22-year-
old Glasgow woman was struck
and killed by a train here this
week in an apparent suicide,
Valley County Sheriff Glen Meier
said.
A westbound BNSF Railway
Co. train hit Kendra Baker shortly
before 3 a.m. Tuesday, he said.
The conductor was unable to stop.
Baker had left a phone message
for someone saying she planned to
commit suicide, Meier said.
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BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
The European Union’s highest
court finally settled the fate of feta
cheese on Tuesday, decreeing it a
traditional Greek product deserv-
ing protection throughout the 25-
nation bloc in a ruling that went
against other European producers.
Germany and Denmark, backed
by France and Britain, had chal-
lenged the designation of origin
for the salty, crumbly cheese and
turned it into a gastronomic fight
lasting almost two decades and
involving lobbyists, the European
Commission and, finally, the
European Court of Justice.
“The court upholds the name
‘feta’ as a protected designation of
origin for Greece,” the
Luxembourg-based court said in
its ruling.
Danish and German producers
had hoped to be able to continue
producing such cheese and call it
feta to maintain the product’s mar-
ketability. They argued that what
made feta specific was the tech-
nique of making it, not the geo-
graphical origin.
“Our efforts have been crowned
by success. The European Court
issued a historic decision, declar-
ing finally and irrevocably that the
feta is not for common usage and
is exclusively Greek,” a jubilant
Greek Agriculture Minister
Evangelos Basiakos said.
Danish producers were out-
raged.
“The ruling is grotesque and
political,” said Hans Bender of the
Danish Dairy Board. “What will
be next? Will the Italians demand
that pizza become a protected
product that no one can make?”
Name changes, though, will be
inevitable.
“Our feta production will con-
tinue. However, we will sell under
other names,” said Astrid Gade
Nielsen, spokeswoman for Arla
Foods, a Danish company that
produces 25,000 tons of the
cheese a year.
EU Farm Commissioner
Mariann Fischer Boel said the rul-
ing set an example for global trade
talks where denominations of ori-
gin, including those of wines, are
often a point of discussion.
“The ruling sets an important
precedent” for defining so-called
geographic indicators — a trade-
mark protection issue affecting a
host of European foodstuffs in
global trade talks. “This is impor-
tant for the future for international
negotiations. This ruling shows
that our system works,” Boel said.
When the European
Commission gave feta its protect-
ed designation of origin in 2002, it
argued that natural, geographic
and human factors had combined
to give the cheese its specific
Greek character. It said the exten-
sive grazing of special ewes and
goats on Greek terrain gave the
cheese its specific aroma and fla-
vor.
“The interplay between the nat-
ural factors and the specific
human factors, in particular the
traditional production method,
which requires straining without
pressure, has thus given feta
cheese its remarkable internation-
al reputation,” the court said.
German and Danish producers
also have taken the lead in cam-
paigns to have feta declared a
generic product in recognition of
the fact that production has spread
well beyond the cheese’s origin,
and took the case to the EU’s
highest court.
The court ruled that was not
enough to claim the name, arguing
several Balkan countries produced
such a briny cheese for a long
time, but all called it something
different.
Three years ago, Denmark
exported most of the 30,000 tons
of feta it produces each year.
Greece made some 115,000 tons
of the cheese, mostly for home
consumption.
Greeks victorious in cheesy court battle
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Nicole Clark had only entered her third
week studying abroad in Oaxaca, Mexico,
during February 2003 when the University
of Montana junior received a call from her
823rd Transportation Detachment Missoula
reservists’ unit.
She had only three days to leave Mexico
and report back to Montana.
Three months later, she found herself
driving Humvees and escorting the Spanish
Army in Iraq.
“My host family [in Oaxaca] and the cul-
tural institute were more upset then I was,”
Clark said. “I was trying to explain it in
Spanish: ‘I’m in the Army and I have to go
to war.’”
Clark is one of many University of
Montana students who left behind Griz
games, biology classes and the Rocky
Mountains for the desert sands and war-torn
cities of Iraq.
University of Montana ROTC estimates
that there are currently 24 UM students
serving abroad in such countries as Iraq,
Afghanistan and Korea.
Aaron Flint, who recently graduated from
UM as a broadcast journalist and political
science major and covered both the
Republican and Democrat National
Conventions last year as an intern at NBC,
is currently waiting for deployment to Iraq.
Unlike reservists who receive a call to
duty, Flint actually volunteered to go to Iraq
with the 48th Brigade Combat Team of the
George Army National Guard.
He will be located in South Baghdad and
perform dismounted infantry work.
“I want to serve in Iraq because I believe
in the mission,” Flint said in an e-mail. “I
was working in the U.S. Senate on 9/11
when the Pentagon was hit, so that had a
huge impact on me.
“But the fact is, even if I didn’t believe in
the mission — there’s boots on the ground,
and I want to be there with the soldiers.”
Flint explained that humanitarian efforts,
such as feeding and clothing children and
building schools, and military actions such
as providing security for Iraqi elections and
capturing terrorists, were motivating causes
that drove him to volunteer.
Clark set her international business and
history textbooks aside to complete basic
training and serve her country as a reservist
to help pay for college and because she
enjoys the rigors of army life.
“I wanted to go to boot camp,” Clark
said. “I had fun at basic. It’s outdoors in the
dirt, running around and screaming and get-
ting rewarded for it.”
Kevin Furey, a UM senior and Montana
legislator, served in Iraq in Clark’s unit and
said that the money for college and his
sense of duty were motivating factors in
joining the reserves.
Like many reservists around the country,
Clark and Furey never imagined when they
signed up that in two years they would be
deployed for a year’s tour of duty in Iraq.
“Everyone is scared before they go to a
war zone,” Furey said, remembering his ini-
tial feelings about being told he would par-
ticipate in Operation Iraqi Freedom. “I was
apprehensive to what might happen to me.”
“You don’t really want to go at first,”
Clark said, “but you come to terms with it.”
Once in Iraq, the UM students’ reservist
unit linked up with a unit from Kansas and
another from Miami with the assignment of
serving as a guarded military escort to
transport coalition forces between cities.
“We had a cool job,” Clark said. “We did-
n’t have to stay in a post. We traveled all the
time.”
Working in a team of three Humvees
that drove up to 12 hours a day, Furey 
and Clark made sure that soldiers 
from countries like Britain, 
Australia, Honduras, Spain and Japan
reached their destinations safely.
Clark said she enjoyed working and con-
versing with the diverse array of people she
encountered while in Iraq.
“You have friends all over the world from
that,” Clark said. “There’s a Spanish heli-
copter pilot I still talk to.”
Clark explained that because she was a
woman, during her time in Kuwait when
she was in charge of 30 bus drivers from
countries such as Kenya and Sri Lanka, she
had the opportunity to speak with many
Kuwaiti women who would shy from the
male soldiers.
“My Arabic wasn’t that great — their
English wasn’t that great. We used sign lan-
guage,” Clark said.
The Kuwaiti woman often asked about
life in America, and the Kuwaiti girls want-
ed to know about international pop singers
like Justin Timberlake and Shakira.
Nurturing a positive attitude, finding pos-
itive rewards among the harsher times and
forging strong friendships with fellow sol-
diers helped Clark and Furey deal with the
day-to-day stresses of military life and the
homesickness. 
Clark recalled a night spent north of
Baghdad where the Puerto Ricans her unit
was escorting held a salsa-dancing party.
“Why not?” she said. “You might as well
have fun while you were there.”
But while dancing and chatting with for-
eigners offered a much-needed reprieve,
every day the soldiers in the transport unit
came face to face with some of the war’s
darkest realities.
Furey said that one of the most difficult
aspects of being in Iraq was seeing firsthand
the starvation and poverty of the Iraqi peo-
ple.
“We weren’t supposed to give out
humanitarian aid,” Furey said. “If you did-
n’t finish food, here’s a starving kid I could
help out, but I’m not supposed to.”
Whenever their transport unit stopped for
breaks, a congregation of people begging
for food and water would besiege them.
After months of living in a war zone, the
soldiers completed their tours of duty and,
leaving the 130-degree temperatures and
impoverished citizens of Iraq, returned to
Missoula bearing with them memories and
experiences from a war that will forever be
a part of their lives. 
After a brief time to reflect on the past
year, Clark and Furey picked up where they
left off and once again resumed the of life of
UM students (and, in Furey’s case, the life
of a Montana legislator).
“It took awhile to get used to a lot of
things, like the climate and people,” Furey
said.
“I don’t like fireworks anymore,” Clark
said. “I guess that’s my post-traumatic
stress. Things that used to be stressful to me
or things my friends are stressing over seem
mundane.”
Both soldiers said that their experiences
made them value teamwork, camaraderie
and leadership more greatly, and gave them
a broader picture of how the world operates.
“(Iraq) put a different perspective on life
— there’s more to life than America and
Wal-Mart,” Furey said. “There is a different
way that people live, whether you agree
with it or not.”
Neither student regrets the decision to
join the reserves and encourages soldiers,
such as Aaron Flint, who will soon be
deployed to Iraq, to retain an optimistic atti-
tude.
“Keep your head on your shoulderss and
appreciate the chances you’ve got,” Clark
said.
The history major described seeing the
Tigris and Euphrates River valleys — the
birthplace of civilization — and walking
through the lands that were once home to
the famous city of Babylon as ‘the chance
of a life time.’
“Take the good with the bad,” Clark said.
“If I had know I was going over (to Iraq) I
would have still done it.” 
UM students grateful for time of service in Iraq
EMMA SCHMAUTZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
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of contact between the COT and
ASUM is created. She also said
knowledge of the position is slim.
“Before I was a senator, I had
no idea this position existed,” she
said.
After the meeting, Prongua said
COT students should get involved
if they wanted to, but there “prob-
ably could be more effort” put
forth by ASUM.
Sen. Jesse Piedfort said the sen-
ate was biased toward the main
campus, and the adviser was
important to keep in touch with
the COT.
Sen. Denver Henderson agreed.
“A COT assistant is probably
the most likely person to gather
information about the COT,” he
said.
Sen. Andrea Helling said it was
wrong to accept money without
providing them with any services,
which she believed this resolution
wanted to do.
“They pay just as much as stu-
dents at this campus do. How can
you justify getting rid of their one
asset?” she said.
Cederberg said that he had no
plans to fill the position immedi-
ately because some senators said
they wanted to change its job
description.
Also Wednesday, ASUM
accepted all three student regent
candidates nominated last Sunday
by the interview committee.
The student regent is the student
representative on the Board of
Regents, which oversees the entire
university system.
ASUM business manager
Vinnie Pavlish, former ASUM
vice president Heather
O’Loughlin, and senior John
Meyer were the nominees.
After the meeting, Meyer said
that he wanted to work on both a
state level and a local level to help
students. On the state level, he
said he wanted to keep tuition low
while improving the quality of
Montana’s schools. On campus,
Meyer said he wanted to make the
administration consult ASUM
more often when making deci-
sions that impact students.
Meyer has been vocal in his
oppositions to the UM-Nike con-
tract, saying students were not
allowed enough input.
On Tuesday, Pavlish told the
Kaimin that he wanted to make
the student regent an equal mem-
ber of the Board of Regents,
something he said had not been
done in the past.
O’Loughlin said she wanted to
focus keeping tuition low.
“Focusing on affordability of
tuition is a key issue,” she said.
The nominee’s credentials will
be reviewed by a state coalition of
student governments, which will
nominate three for Gov. Brain
Schweitzer to choose from.
To prevent human trafficking,
Ely-Raphel suggests tightening
border control and combating it
with effective law enforcement in
the United States.  She also sug-
gests that new legislation on train-
ing judges and police on traffick-
ing laws should be put in place.
“Prevention is very important
because then trafficking can be
avoided,” Ely-Raphel said.
Each year, the State Department
issues a trafficking report on 150
countries and ranks them on how
effective their governments’
efforts are to fight against traffick-
ing in persons and modern-day
slavery.  The ranking is done in
three tiers, the first tier being the
best ranking and the third being
the worst, when the country is not
making any effort to deal with
trafficking in persons.  Some
countries that are on tier three are
Cambodia and Burma, two coun-
tries that are in the worst area of
trafficking — southeast and south
Asia, Ely-Raphel said. 
“It’s really bad when the gov-
ernment in a country is not dealing
with it, or when the government is
involved in it like in Cambodia
where government officials dealt
in human trafficking,” Ely-Raphel
said.
To stop those governments from
ignoring human trafficking that’s
going on in their countries, the
U.S. imposes sanctions to dimin-
ish trade or vote against funding
the country might need from the
World Bank. 
“There has been a tremendous
improvement in stopping human
trafficking,” Ely-Raphel said.
“It’s a slow process, but it’s mov-
ing in the right direction.”
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Groundskeeper Mark Fryberger mulches leaves into the grass outside Jesse Hall Wednesday afternoon.
Fryberger has been working for the University for 17 years. The groundskeepers will continue
mulching until there is heavy snowfall.
mulch master
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Kitts McCabe sets sail above the Lolo Pass backcountry along the Idaho-Montana border off Highway 12.  The pass is a popular place for Missoula skiers looking for a day in the backcountry.
When Emily Cossitt was diag-
nosed with bursitis her sophomore
year of high school, snowboarding
was one of the few activities she
could enjoy without pain. 
Cossitt, 19, has been an active
snowboarder ever since.
“I remember the night I got my
Honeycomb board I slept with it,”
Cossitt said. “I spooned with my
snowboard!”
Cossitt is one of some 30
University of Montana students
rallying behind a new snowboard-
ing club, the Organization. 
Luke Thomas, a 25-year-old
business major, founded the club
this fall when he said he realized
Missoula snowboarders needed a
network.
“Honestly, I started this to have
friends who snowboard,” Thomas
said. “When I got here, no one
knew each other. The snowboard-
ers aren’t connected, and it’s a
goal of the club to offer that con-
nection.”
Thomas said that in addition to
the 30 members who are in the
club, he has 140 interested partici-
pants on an e-mail list.
Thomas, Cossitt and others are
now trying to team up with local
businesses to get funding they
need for group snowboarding
trips. The lengthy procedure to
form a club through ASUM means
that the Organization will have to
wait until spring to get any finan-
cial backing for next fall, said
Carol Hayes, an ASUM coordina-
tor. 
The club’s warm reception from
the student population and area
businesses only proves the need
for a club, Thomas said.
One business that has pledged
support to Thomas’ efforts is Edge
of the World, a sporting goods
shop at 618 S. Higgins Ave.
Owner Jake Barrow allows
Thomas to host gatherings at Edge
of the World and a 10 percent dis-
count is in the works for members
of the Organization.
Recalling Barrow’s kindness,
Thomas smiled.
“Jake didn’t know me from
Adam, but he gave me the run of
his shop when he wasn’t around,”
Thomas said. “We’re just at the
grassroots level now, but this club
has huge potential.”
Joe Rizzo, 21, met Thomas
while working at Gart Sports.
Thomas bought three $50 snow-
boards in one day for the
Organization, which piqued
Rizzo’s interest. 
“He was like, ‘What are you
doing?’” Thomas laughed. “So I
told him about the club.”
An avid snowboarder, Rizzo
agrees with Cossitt and Thomas
that the Organization is really
about networking snowboarders in
Missoula.
“I’m just looking for a connec-
tion,” Rizzo said.
Success for Thomas and Rizzo
is about creating a team to share
their common interests, pushing
each other to become better snow-
boarders and unite people socially,
they say.
“Snowboarding is a lifestyle.
It’s also an art form,” Rizzo said.
“But the club is only as good as
we make it. The more participa-
tion we have, the more opportuni-
ty we’ll have.”
“It’s like that first high you hear
drug addicts always talking
about,” Thomas said. “With drugs,
it’s never attainable, but with
snowboarding, it is.” 
The Organization meets
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in UC 333.
Thomas says anyone with passion
can attend.
The snow might be falling this winter,
but the ski runs above East Missoula will
be empty for the third year in a row, said
Bruce Doering, owner of Marshall
Mountain Ski Area.
The lifts haven’t run at Marshall since
the winter of 2002-2003, and it looks as
though skiers will wait at least a few
more years before they have a chance to
hit the slopes.
“To be competitive, it needs to have
certain things done,” Doering said.
Those things include buying improved
snow-making equipment, building a new
lodge and installing an upper chairlift to
replace the aging T-bar system used to
haul skiers and boarders up the moun-
tain, he said.
Doering said a double chairlift was
purchased from Jackson Hole Ski Area a
few years ago and is on the property
waiting to be installed.
There has been no construction toward
a new lodge, and Doering guessed that
an opening date for the mountain is still
three to five years distant.
But Doering is quick to point out that
improvements have been made already,
even if they’re unseen.
“We paid off the debt,” he said, refer-
ring to the sum of over $1 million the
mountain owed.
“It’s been upside-down for years, and
the interest was killing us,” he said.
Doering said he was able to pay off the
debt while the mountain was closed by
“selling off some other real estate around
town.”
The future looks bright for Marshall
Mountain despite the prospect of the
large Bitterroot Resort being built
between Lolo and Florence, he said.
“Marshall will always have a niche in
the community,” he said.
Doering said the mountain was popu-
lar among families and had one of the
largest ski schools in the state, and was
also a favorite of snowboarders because
the terrain park serviced by the T-bar was
the only one near Missoula.
The mountain also has the advantages
of offering night skiing, hourly rates and
the closest proximity to Missoula, he
said.
With a winter on the way that, accord-
ing to the Farmer’s Almanac, will be a
good one for skiers around Montana,
Marshall Mountain will remain closed,
its owner waiting until the time is right
and changes have been made.
“We need to get rid of that T-bar,”
Doering said.
CHANDRA JOHNSON
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UM snowboarders form their own Organization
Marshall to remain closed this winter
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Lookout
Student Season Pass (before
10/31) — $179
Student Season Pass (after
10/31) — $229
Student Full-Day Ticket — $23
Distance from UM — 100 miles 
Discovery
Student Season Pass (before
11/1) — $265
Student Season Pass (after 11/1)
— $300
Student Full-Day Ticket — 
$30
Distance from UM — 100 miles
Lost Trail
Student Season Pass (before
11/15) — $450
Student Season Pass (after
11/15) — $500
Student Full-Day Ticket — $28
Distance from UM — 90 miles
Blacktail
Student Season Pass  — $275
Student Full-Day Ticket — $22
Distance from UM — 115 miles
Big Mtn.
Student Season Pass  — 
$379
Student Full Day Ticket — 
$39
Distance from UM — 150 miles 
Snowbowl
Student Season Pass (before
11/06) — $413
Student Season Pass (after
11/06) — $478
Student Full-Day Ticket — $31
Distance from UM — 14 miles
Big Sky
Student Season Pass — $675
Student Full-Day Ticket — $45
Distance from UM — 240 miles 
Seven seas, seven dwarves, seventh heaven. Now seven ski hills less than a
day away from your dingy dorm. Break out the wax, 
withdraw that student loan money and get ready 
for the first big snow of the season. 
Seven feet on the seventh at seven, anyone?
Travel Costs
Round Trip
20mpg vehicle, $2.59/gallon
Lookout — $25.90
Discovery— $25.90
Lost Trail — $23.31
Blacktail — $29.78
Big Mtn. — $38.85
Snowbowl — $3.62
Big Sky— $62.16
Fill ‘er up
Big Mtn.
Discovery
Lost Trail
Snowbowl
Blacktail
Lookout
Big Sky
 
HOUSTON (AP) — The
Chicago White Sox are World
Series champions again at last,
and yet another epic streak of
futility is not just wiped away but
swept away. After seven scoreless
innings, Jermaine Dye singled
home the only run in the eighth,
and the White Sox beat the
Houston Astros 1-0 Wednesday
night to win their first title in 88
years.
The baseball season is finally
over.
The Chicago White Sox and
Houston Astros finally ended a
long, boring battle for the World
Series title. 
Granted, there were many
intriguing storylines to this year’s
fall classic. Is this Roger Clemens’
last hurrah? Would the White Sox
break the curse of Shoeless Joe
Jackson and win their first title in
88 years? Would Craig Biggio
extract revenge after a White Sox
fan slapped his wife in
game two? How many
Cubs fans are jumping on
the bandwagon and rooting
... YAAAAAWN!
Excuse me. As I was
saying, there were plenty
of interesting things to
watch. For example, the
Astros were left for dead a
couple of months ago and
are now in the World
Series. Many thought the
White Sox would fade out
of playoff contention down
the stretch, but look at them
now. White Sox leadoff
man Scott Podsednik was
suddenly hitting homers like Mark
McGwire and has ...
YAAAAAAWN!
Damn, I’m sorry, but this World
Series sucked. The other-colored
Sox played out the whole curse
thing last year, so I don’t care
about Chicago. I wasn’t rooting
for Houston because I don’t even
know what the hell an Astro is.
In my opinion, the games were
bland and lame, and even the
SportsCenter highlights were bor-
ing. 
The last two seasons I have
been addicted to the playoffs,
catching as much baseball as I
could because it was good to
watch. This year, I think the only
game that I have watched more
than two innings of was Houston’s
18-inning victory over Atlanta —
and I turned that game on in the
bottom of the ninth, thinking it
was over.
Now I am sure some people will
disagree with me, and I am sure
there are actual White Sox and
Astros fans out there, and I am
sure they think this World Series
was better than cake, especially
those rooting for Chicago. At least
one person on campus was happy
to watch the Sox win a seemingly
boring series.  
“It’s great,” said UM freshman
Daniel Amen, a Wheaton, Ill.,
native who is a lifelong White Sox
fan. “There is nothing better than
this. One of the greatest teams in
baseball right there.”
I am happy for them, I really
am. But while they are wasting
their time watching probably the
worst end of the baseball season in
recent memory, I have composed a
list of the 16 things I was doing
besides watching the White Sox
sweep the Astros. Why 16, you
ask? It’s just how I roll.
1. Watch the Cosby Show. Yeah,
while some of you were watching
the 14-inning snore fest that was
Chicago’s 7-5 game three victory,
I was watching Vanessa sneak out
of the house to see her boyfriend,
only to have Rudy rat her out.
Who’s a better person for it? I
don’t think it’s that close a call.
2. Hang out with the Minnesota
Vikings on Lake Minnetonka.
3. Sleep.
4. Wait 50 minutes for an inter-
view outside of the Golden State
Warriors’ locker room while the
players take more time than a high
school prom queen to get ready.
5. Periodically check the score
of the game and call Chicago
Cubs fans that I know and taunt
them. Granted, I am a Rockies fan,
but there is nothing more fun than
watching one miserable Chicago
fan loathe the fortunes of another.
6. Get arrested for a money-
laundering charge and then flash a
ridiculously goofy smile in my
mug. On that note, I could also
just pull a Dubya and do nothing.
7. Text messaging.
8. The Facebook.
9. Have a Kaimin party dance-
off with fellow Kaimin sports
reporter Sarah Swan.
10. Think up ways that the
Cleveland Browns are going to
blow it this weekend.
11. Think up the names of my
future children. So far, Brooklyn,
Denzel and Al are the front-run-
ners.
12. (I get knocked down but I
get up again. You ain’t ever gonna
keep me down!) Try to figure out
the lyrics to Chumbawamba’s hit
song “Tubthumping.” For the
record, it’s “pissin’ the night
away,” not “dancing the night
away.”
13. Make a sandwich.
14. Write to my congressman
and see if he can get a bill passed
forbidding the usage of ice cubes
with milk. Seriously people, it’s
gross.
15. Homework.
16. Work at the Kaimin ... which
was actually probably what I was
doing.
The University of Montana volleyball
team will look to gain some ground in the
Big Sky Conference standings when it
hosts rival Montana State tonight.
The Griz are 12-11 on the year and 2-7 in
conference play, lodged in a three-way tie
for sixth place in the conference. Sitting
pretty in fifth place, two games ahead of
Montana, is Montana State (10-12; 4-5
BSC).
“Everybody is real pumped up and excit-
ed and ready to play our game,” senior
Diana Thompson said. “We know we can
beat them and give them a good match.”
Both teams kicked off the second half of
the season with a loss to Sacramento State
and a win against Northern Arizona at
home. Montana’s four-game ousting of the
Lumberjacks gave UM its first conference
home victory since 2004 and some much-
needed confidence and momentum.
“It feels real good to be back in the race
and get that second conference game under
our belt,” Thompson said. “Everybody has
got a lot of confidence, and we are just
ready to go into this match on Thursday
night and show that confidence.”
The Bobcats have a 44-39 edge in the
overall series between the in-state rivals,
but UM has been dominated in recent
matches. Since 2000, MSU is 9-2 against
Montana, including a 3-0 victory in
Bozeman on Sept. 30.
As a team, MSU is averaging 12.84 kills
per game and has a .172 hitting percentage
on the season, while Montana is hitting
.171 and throwing down 14.85 kpg. 
While the two offenses boast similar sta-
tistics, their overall compositions are vastly
different.
UM is quarterbacked by Thompson and
her conference-leading 11.89 assists per
game. Thompson has offensive options in
junior outside hitter Claudia Houle and sen-
ior middle blocker Audrey Jensen, who
combine for 6.98 kills per game. Freshman
outside hitter Jade Roskam and junior mid-
dle blocker Emily Sakis, who transferred to
UM this year, are also putting up big num-
bers with 2.47 and 2.4 kpg respectively.
Redshirt-freshman Brittni Sesler leads
the Bobcat attack. Despite her unimpres-
sive stat line of 8.64 assists per game and
inexperience at the position, Sesler has
been able to hold down the fort in part
because of the experience of her top three
offensive weapons, junior outside hitter
Kim Stonehouse (3.37 kpg) and seniors
outside hitter Meggie Malyurek (2.69 kpg)
and middle blocker Megan Zanto (2.64
kpg). 
UM assistant head coach Dave Best said
that it was an advantage for the Griz to
have a senior at the setter position. Best
noted the intangibles that Thompson pos-
sesses, like her knowledge of the game and
knowing how to set different players, was
crucial to Montana’s offensive setup.
Since MSU is led by a freshman, Best
said that the Bobcats’ offensive scheme is
almost the opposite as the attackers lead the
charge.
“With a mature group of attackers like
that, you almost have the same thing in a
reverse way,” he said. “You have those
attackers telling her what they need. She’s
just really doing what the attackers ask her
to do.” 
The Bobcats also have three-year starter
junior Kandice Kelly anchoring the defense
at the libero position.
Game time is at 7 p.m. in the West
Auxiliary Gym.
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Volleyball to host MSU Bobcats
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Bored with baseball? Do these 16 things instead
DANNY DAVIS
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The 19th
Hole
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
UM volleyball starter Diana Thompson sets the ball during practice
Wednesday at the West Auxiliary Gym. The Lady Griz play
Montana State tonight.
White Sox win World Serieswww.kaimin.org
What else are you
gonna read at 8am?
The 
Montana
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The University of Montana’s
cross country team has reached
the point of no return. The Griz
runners will lace up those running
shoes, stretch muscular legs and
prepare for the race to end their
season — it’s Big Sky
Championship time.
After a week of rest and prepa-
ration, the cross country team
travels to Utah this weekend for a
racing battle on Oct. 29 against
conference foes. Some of the com-
petitors include Weber State,
Northern Arizona University and
Montana State.
“On the women’s team, we feel
like we are in a position to finish
third,” head coach Tom Raunig
said. “On the men’s team, we feel
like we’re battling it out for third,
fourth and fifth.”
With the competition looming,
Raunig also mentioned that both
teams want to primarily concen-
trate on trying to finish before
Montana State.
The UM cross country team is
going into the BSC race with a
confidence boost. Two weeks ago,
both the men’s and women’s
teams took first place on the chal-
lenging course at the Eastern
Washington Invitational. The Griz
managed to out-race Eastern
Washington, a team that was
ranked ahead of them in the pre-
season poll.
“I was psyched; it was great for
our confidence,” said Eli
Hermann, a freshman. “We beat a
team that was ranked ahead of us.”
Sophomore Allie Brosh won the
women’s race, and junior Richie
Pemberton placed third in the
men’s race to help their teams
obtain the first place victory at the
invitational.  
“Both teams got out and ran
smarter on that tough course than
the competition,” Raunig said.
“Only a couple of the runners had
ever run on that course before. It
was probably more difficult than
they expected it to be.” 
Brosh didn’t care for the course,
saying it really slowed her down
because of the windy, hilly course
and deep grass.
“I would rather get a faster time
than win,” Brosh said. “It’s more
of a personal battle, but it always
feels good to win.”
The women’s cross country
team had four of the race’s first
five runners cross the finish line.
Brosh led the race with a time of
18:31.6 and was followed by
freshmen Kim Tritz and Chelsea
Burfeind and senior Shannon
Johnson.
The men’s cross country team
followed Pemberton’s 26:09.1
third-place win with four runners
(Hermann, junior Matt Winter,
sophomore Dan Bingham and
freshman MacKenzie Bloom)
helping the Griz win the invita-
tional.
“It’s what we’d gone there to
do,” Winter said. “We were happy
because we’d met our goal.”
Pemberton was happy that his
teammates stayed strong in the
running pack behind him.
“[Winning] was a good feeling
because my two other buddies,
Matt and Dan, were right behind
me, right on my tail,” Pemberton
said.  
Hermann said he is proud of the
race his team won.
“I felt that we ran well as a
team,” Hermann said. “Plus, we
won our first race in I don’t know
how long.”
In the upcoming days before the
Big Sky Championships this
weekend, the cross country team
is focusing on relaxation. 
“I’m just going to be taking it
easy, relaxing my mind and my
body both,” Pemberton said.
Brosh has positive expectations
for her team’s upcoming race.
“As long as we don’t stress out,
I think conference will be really
good,” Brosh said. “At this point
in the season, it’s really a mental
battle.”
The women’s team must face
top competitors from NAU and
Weber State, while the men’s team
must battle against NAU, Weber
State, Idaho State and Montana
State.
Regardless of the intimidation
and competition some of the con-
ference teams impose, Raunig
said he thinks his team is ready for
the Big Sky.
“Their confidence is growing,”
Raunig said. “They still feel like
they’ve got their best race still in
them.”
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The men’s cross country team runs drills around Dornblaser Field Wednesday afternoon.
 
the newspaper, if you’re a gay per-
son, it kind of makes you think
twice about where you’re going to
go and when you’re going to go
there.”
Toole compares anti-gay vio-
lence to the lynching of blacks in
the South during the Civil Rights
movement. Both send a message
to a certain group of people that
they should be scared, he said.
Toole is the co-director of the
Montana Human Rights Network,
a group that examines human
rights issues, and a supporter of
gay rights. He sponsored a bill last
year to include sexual orientation
in human rights and other laws
and sponsored a bill to add sexual
orientation to the state hate-crime
law in the past, he said. Neither
bill passed.
For the seventh consecutive
year, a bill was proposed during
the last legislative session that
would’ve included sexual orienta-
tion in the state hate-crime law.
But the bill was killed in the
House of Representatives by a
vote of 54-46, with five
Democrats and all but one
Republican representative voting
against it.
Several Republican representa-
tives didn’t return calls from the
Kaimin to talk about the issue.
The main argument of the bill’s
opponents was that it could stifle
free speech and possibly prevent
clergy from condemning homo-
sexuality in their sermons.
The bill was also seen as contro-
versial after the amendment to
Montana’s constitution that
banned same-sex marriage was
passed in last November’s elec-
tion, Monson said.
But even though Montana vot-
ers approved the amendment, the
state’s opinion of homosexuals is
pretty good and getting better,
Toole said.
“The problem is there’s a cer-
tain segment of society who is
extremely homophobic and
extremely opposed to any recogni-
tion of homosexuals,” he said.
And that segment is highly
organized and well represented in
the state legislature, Toole said.
Still, the addition of sexual orien-
tation to the state hate crime law
will eventually happen, he said,
and very possibly in the next five
years.
Events like the recent beating in
Missoula will help open people’s
eyes, he said.
“A lot of people like to deny
that this type of thing happens,”
Toole said. “But when it happens
right in front of your face, it’s kind
of hard to deny it any longer.”
But the longer it takes, the
greater chance there is for more
tragedy, Monson said. He,
Knobloch and Smith agreed that
the attitudes toward homosexuals
in Missoula and especially on
campus are decent.
However, there’s also a large
population in Missoula that does-
n’t want recognition for homosex-
uals, Knobloch said. And until
more minds and the state hate-
crime law can be changed, harass-
ment and violence will still be a
problem, he said.
“We’re inching forward,”
Monson said. “We’re getting more
and more support in the legislature
after each session. But by the time
a bill is passed, it could be too late
for another person.”
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LOST & FOUND
LOST: Gold heart necklace. Lost on Thurs. Oct. 20th
in the south Park'n' Ride parking lot. Small cash
reward if returned. If found, contact Janelle at 546-
4415. 
Lost: Smith sun glasses with MT River Guides strap at
Triple Bridges Parking lot, Ralphs, or somewhere in
between. Reward. Contact Andy at 880-6278.
PERSONALS
Why wait? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling & Testing
… Call 243-4330
Are  you  considering leaving a abusive relationship?
Have you recently left one? Join other women for sup-
port and strength in a group called Transformations.
Call SARC for more information. 243-5244.
You do not have to go through it alone. Join other sur-
vivors of sexual assault in a group setting to heal from
the past and more on an even stronger woman. Call
SARC for more information. 243-5224
Got leadership? Discover your leadership potential
and get involved on campus? Come to the URSA Major
Orientation for more information: Tuesday, November
1, 2005 from 6:00-7:30 in The University Center, room
326. Refreshments Provided!
Building self-esteem group for women. UM students
only. Meets Wednesdays 2-3:30. Cost is $10 for all 6
sessions. Contact Stacey at 829-6076
SWM 53. Seeks Asian lady 40-55, John 543-8892.
HELP WANTED
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
SERVICES
GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744. 
Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $3.00/page
542-0837
Carroll Express Computer Services, Home Service,
Free Diagnostics, $20 per/hr, Call Now 370-0439
KEGERATORS! Save $$ reduce waste. Have cold beer
on tap in your home. Kegerators for sale! Affordable
& fun. Custom jobs available. Call Joseph 829-8293.
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS www.bigsky.net/fish-
ing
Apt. for Rent: One block from Campus! Two bed-
rooms, one bath. Spacious and Light. $795/mo + 7%
utilities of building. Call 208-721-0254
MISCELLANEOUS
Local Literary Contest. Cash prizes, publicaiton.
Deadline 11/07/05. Guidelines: mastheadmsla@hot-
mail.com
CARLO'S UNTIL 10PM
Carlo's open 11am-10pm until Halloween. Fabulous
costumes, wigs, fishnets, hats, eyelashes, makeup.
Rent/buy. 204 South Third. Call 543-6350 Great Stuff!
DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD
UNBELIEVABLE COSTUMES
Rent/buy Kings, Queens, Fairies, Cops, Southern
Belle, Celebrities, Char, Marilyn, Jackie-o, Elvis,
Gorillas, Pirates, Clergy, More and More! Carlo's One
Night Stand. 204 Third. Call 543-6350. Wigs, makeup,
lashes, beards. 
VOTE TUES. NOV. 8
Montana Conservation Voters endorse Bob Jaffe
FaffeForCouncil.com
Missoula Area Central Labor Council endorses Bob
Jaffe JeffeForCouncil.com
Missoula Democratic Party endorses Bob Jaffe
JaffeForCouncil.com
WHO WILL YOU BE?
Carlo's One Night Stand. Costumes: Marilyn, Elvis,
Flapper, Fairy, Cleopatra, Bicker, Punker, Geisha,
Pirates, Presidential masks, Gangsta, Marley, Sailor,
Cops, Nuns, Cowboy, Priests, 1000's more! Call 543-
6350. 204 Third. 
WIGS, WIGS, WIGS.
Carlo's has 56 styles. Short, long, curly, straight,
pageboys, afros, dreds, black, brown, blonde, colors.
Call 543-6350 11-6 daily rent/buy.
Carlo's has 56 styles. Long, short, straight, curly, afro,
pageboys, dreds, black, brown, blonde, colors.
Rend/buy. Call 543-6350 11am-6pm daily.
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
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CRIMES
Continued from Page 1
The Kaimin is hiring!
Copy Editors
Designers
Reporters
Sports Reporters
Apply in Jour 107
 
